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SYNTHÈSE :

Les concepteurs et les ingénieurs attendent beaucoup de la CFD pour mieux
percevoir combien de temps un système va durer, ou pour améliorer la conception d'un
composant afin de répondre à certaines exigences de sécurité ou de coût.
Contrairement à ce qui se passait quelques années auparavant, où de grands et
ambitieux programmes de recherche visaient à développer des techniques et concepts
nouveaux, les études actuelles s'attachent davantage à améliorer le matériel existant.

Cette recherche à orientation plus économique amène de nouveaux défis. Il faut
être capable de fournir des réponses rapides et précises.

Cette note présente plusieurs problèmes de transfert thermique industriel et la
façon dont ils ont été traités. Les besoins et les limites des outils numériques sont mis
en évidence. On a délibérément choisi de se concentrer sur le point de vue industriel.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:

Designers and engineers place much expectations in CFIX. to get some insights
on how long a system is going to last, or to improve the design ofa component in order
to meet some safety or costs requirements. Unlike a few years ago, when large and
ambitious research programs were aiming at developing new techniques and concepts,
recent studies are more and more focusing on improvement of existing material.

This more economically orientated research induces new challenges. One must
be able to provide quick and accurate answers.

This paper presents several industrial heat transfer problems and how they have
been tackled. The needs and the limitations of the numerical tools are underlined. One
has voluntarily chosen to focus upon the industrial point of view.
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Heat Transfer Simulation for Industrial Applications:
Needs, Limitations, Expectations

C. Peniguel - EDF/DER 6 quai Watier Chatou F-78400

1. Introduction
Heat transfer appears as soon as energy needs to be generated, exchanged, or transformed.
Sometimes, the goal is to generate heat and increase the temperature, on other occasions, one
seeks on the contrary to remove an excess of heat. To improve the design of some components or
explain why a failure has occurred, engineers try to gain some understanding on the phenomena
taking place, on what part should be modified to meet safety or costs requirements.

Experimental approaches have been extensively used in the past, but they may become quite
costly when dealing with very high temperature, pressure, velocity or potentially dangerous
products (chemical or nuclear industries). Moreover, on site experimental approaches often lack
the flexibility needed when a sensitivity study is desired. For example, the effect of differently
shaped fins on the rate of heat transfer is quite difficult to demonstrate experimentally. On the
other hand, with powerful computer facilities available on the market at affordable cost, the
numerical approach seems a very promising and accurate way to predict thermal phenomena
and their effect in all situations.

However, CFD simulations are not commonly in use in industry yet, and certainly not the
principal basis for design decisions. At best, thermal simulations are often seen as a nice sup-
porting tool for more "serious" experimental investigations. Likewise it is not uncommon to see
people relying on experimental correlations obtained on a specific geometry, for their own very
complex problem, even if it is completely out of the range of validity of the correlation instead
of performing numerical simulations.

Among the many reasons which may explain such a situation, one is maybe that predicting
accurately heat transfer is not a trivial task and certainly much more challenging than it was
thought. _ __ _ __

The goal of this paper is to present a few problems and difficulties to which heat transfer
engineers are confronted. Then, possible ways used to tackle these problems are exposed. The
paper shows that in many occasions the approaches used are not completely satisfactory and that
some aspects should be improved. It is also the opportunity to underline that even if turbulent
heat transfer modelling is very important, from the industrial point of view, it represents often
only one part of the problems which need to be addressed to perform a complete numerical
simulation.



2. A Few Industrial Problems and Possible Analysis
The goal of this chapter is to expose classical difficulties associated with CFD thanks to "real"
industrial problems. Most examples originate from EDF, but it is fairly straightforward to find
similar configurations in car industry, aeronautics, chemical companies, etc... For each example,
we try to present the methodology followed, the shortcomings of the present approach, and some
points for which improvements would be much appreciated by the engineers using the CFD tools.

2.1. Thermal shock affecting components of a nuclear plant primary circuit
Components belonging to the primary circuit of a nuclear plant are sometimes subjected to
thermal shocks. To extend the original life time of French Nuclear Plants up to 40 years or
more, studies to assess the integrity of some components have to be made. Here, one wants to
investigate how cracks might develop under certain mechanical loadings in a lateral nozzle [5].
According to mechanical engineers, a severe thermal shock is the major factor inducing mechan-
ical stresses. On site measurements (inside the fluid) are totally impossible and scale model
experiments (independently of the cost) cannot accurately represent all operating conditions.
In the present case, the results expected by the "client" were essentially the solid thermal field
during a transient (the temperature in the auxiliary line goes from 177°C to 20 "C, stays at
the low temperature during 30s and goes up again, while in the primary line, it stays at 177°C.
Velocities in the auxiliairy line and the primary one are respectively 5.4 m/s and 16.1 m/s).Then
the thermal distribution is processed by a mechanical code to compute the induced mechanical
stresses. Here the computation has been carried out, not for the flow topology per se but mainly
for the thermal loads. For such a study, one needs a CAD tool, a mesh generator, conjugate
heat transfer capabilities, transient simulations, and a good turbulent heat transfer model.

Figure 1: Solid and fluid meshes used

Once the thermal calculations completed, the solid thermal field has been projected on several
mechanical grids (with cracks). The mechanical computations yield stresses levels compatible
with safety criteria.



Figure 2: Solid temperature contours and temperature evolution

Here, the gain brought by a fine thermalhydraulics calculation was very important. The
thermal loads predicted by the CFD are much smaller than the ones used in previous mechanical
computations and located in a less extended region, Figure 2 shows the temperature evolution at
three points compared to the temperature evolution taken in previous mechanical computations.

2.2. Thermal stratification, thermal stripping, and swirling flows in a piping
systems

A nuclear plant is composed of very complex piping systems. During control visits regularly
performed in nuclear plants, some cracks have been detected at the internal faces of some
pipes (feed water systems, safety injection line for example). Among other factors, thermal
stratifications seem to be quite good candidates to partly explain the mechanical damages. Such
a situation is likely to occur under certain operating conditions and particularly in presence of
reduced mass flow. Due to gravity effects, hot water fills the top portion of the pipe section, while
the cold and therefore heavier water settles down in the lower part of the pipe. This special
temperature distribution induces a thermal loading characterised by a differential expansion
between the hot top and the cold bottom of the pipe. The resulting displacements or stresses
may cause severe damages to the supporting structures or the pipe itself. A research program
has been set up to gain some understanding on these phenomena, and answer questions like:
why it happens, where is it likely to appear and finally what type of damage it can induce.

To gain confidence on the ability of our numerical codes to handle such a delicate physical
problem. Therefore thorough experimental and validation phases were carried out [4]. It under-
lines a point, absolutely crucial from the industrial point of view, which is how much trust can
be placed in the predictions provided by a numerical tool. Several mock ups were build, some
with perpex (at low temperature) and some out of steel at scale 1. The goal was to validate the
codes behaviour on a limited number of model configurations and then use them on operating
conditions inaccessible to scale mock-ups. We were initially interested by mean quantities but
it appeared that temperature fluctuations (thermal stripping) could also affect the pipes. Again
measurements were made in the mock-ups instrumented for this purpose. With classical tur-
bulence models (eddy viscosity approximation (k — s) with a damping term in the energy and
dissipation equation to account for the stratification effect), the codes were able to reproduce
relatively well the mean quantities, and codes have been used on "real" situation with success.



On the contrary, the models failed to reproduce the proper level of fluctuations recorded by
experimental probes.

After discussion with the solid mechanics, it appeared that the temperature fluctuation vari-
ance 6- was insufficient to compute the damages related to thermal stripping. They were essen-
tially interested by the instantaneous temperature evolution. Numerical tools based on Reynolds
Average Navier Stockes equations were not adapted to provide the proper results. Large Eddy
Simulation could be a better way to simulate the kind of data expected. Indeed, at least for
the low temperature mock-up (see figure 3, the main part of the temperature fluctuation vari-
ance was originating from fairly organized structures created downstream the elbow (see the
temperature fluctuations spectrum on figure 4)

Figure 3: The experimental mock-up SUPER-NIMBUS
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Figure 4: Temperature, temperature variance profiles and spectrum

Simultaneously, on site measurements showed no evidence of dangerous level of temperature
fluctuations. This fact, combined with the lack, at the time, of an adapted turbulent model lead
us to abandon the temperature fluctuations topic to concentrate upon other priorities.

The following case, studied by E. Deutch [7], concerns a 3D turbulent flow calculation at the
junction between an auxiliary line and the primary circuit of a Pressurised Water Reactor and
still contitutes a priority. Figures 5 and 6 illustrate the influence of the mesh refinement (same
model but three grid refinements) and the impact of the turbulent model retained (eddy viscosity
or second moment closure) on the vortex penetration in a dead leg. Second moment closure with



a fine mesh provides good agreement with experimental results obtained in a perspex model.
The next step is to apply the code on reactor situations, to predict up to which location the
pipe will be afFected by the hot (or cold) fluid flowing in the primary pipe.
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pipe H/D=2 5 and 7.

Figure 5: Second moment closure prediction of the vortex penetration
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Figure 6: k — s prediction of the vortex penetration

2.3. Cooling systems in car industry
The next example has been provided by P. Menegazzi (Institut Frangais du Petrole) [1] [2].
Recently, most engine developments have been directed towards the production of cars with
lower fuel consumption and pollutant emission. All these trends raise the thermal loads of
engine components (particularly the cylinder head), where heat fluxes are maximum and where
hot spots may appear. Improving the design of internal engine cooling circuits (see figure 7)



is crucial to eliminate hot spots and allow reductions in coolant flow requirements and water
pump horsepower.

The first difficulty of this challenging configuration concerns the description of such a complex
geometry and the creation of the mesh. Whatever the numerical method or the turbulence model
implemented in a code, it will be useless if you cannot describe the geometry and obtain a "good"
mesh.

Main Outlet
(to radiator) W

Valve
passages

Outlet to
heater core

Block coming
inlets

Exhaust pipe
passages

Figure 7: Geometry of a cooling circuit

Generally the geometry is described thanks to a Computer-Aided-Design (CAD) tool, then
imported in a mesh generator and what is usually thought by some to be the noble part of CFD
can start. Some difficulties may however arise: the CAD files or description may have been
lost or never have been generated. Many traditional parts, available on catalogue, do not have
corresponding CAD files. Moreover, they are not necessarily available. This is typically the
case for parts proposed on the market by competitors. The manipulation of very large database
(thousands of CAD surfaces and lines) is extremely cumbersome. To mesh complex cooling
circuits (figure 8), IFP has introduced an interesting approach based on X-RAY computed
tomography (a non invasive technique) for imaging the structure of 3D objects (see [1] for more
details).

Figure 8: Mesh of a cooling circuit



Top view
m/s

Low speed area
Figure 9: Field of the velocity norm (top view)

Calculations provide the velocity field. It highlights the stagnant areas and allows to locate
potential hot spots. Such studies are very useful for car industry to compare possible designs.
For the time being, analysis is often more qualitative than quantitative (comparisons between
different designs), but this position could evolve in the future. Developments to handle more
globally the thermal problems (including the solid and the combustion chamber) are also carried
out.

2.4. Natural convection flows and influence of radiation
Industrial flows are sometimes driven by buoyancy forces. This is the case in buildings or passive
heat removal safety systems. This domain being economically important and physically complex,
numerous test cases have been performed.
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Figure 10: Test case : natural convection in a rectangular cavity (k — s model)

Numerical scheme and turbulent models proved to be fairly reliable when confronted to ex-
perimental measures [8]. However, applications to real cases add sometimes difficulties. Mattei
et al[8] have for exemple studied with a low-reynolds ks model a mixed convection case (a heated
ceiling) where instabilities and bifurcations appear in time dependent simulations as they do in



the experiments (see [15]). Industrial problems are generally not as well specified as test cases.
Walls are often not at a fixed or known temperature anymore. Keeping a discretisation as fine
as in the 2D test case is often unfeasible. A classical building would require millions of nodes.
In practice, if parametric studies are planned, (meaning sometimes hundreds of calculations),
the common sense pushes the user to rely on wall functions instead of low Reynolds models with
natural conditions. Finally, calculations may provide a behaviour having nothing to do with
the reality. Sometimes, modification in the turbulence model, the grid, etc... affect only very
slightly the results.

The explanation is sometimes related to thermal radiation. To meet environmental require-
ments, EDF is planning to rely more and more on buried cables to transport electricity. Apart
from the financial aspect, such an option has to be technically possible from a thermal point of
view. Indeed, by Joule effect, the inner cable tends to warm up. Above a critical temperature,
permanent damage may arise, inducing very high costs to repair the buried electrical line. Here
(see figure 11) a cable is centered in a protection envelop separated by air (considered as a
transparent medium). The external side of the envelop is maintained at a fixed temperature. A
source term applied at the inner cable simulates the Joule effect.
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Figure 11: An elementary example of a buried electrical cable
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Figure 12: Velocity field and temperature evolution at the center of the cable



It appears that radiation is the most important heat transfer mode (almost 80% here, al-
though temperatures are relatively low). Apparently, this conclusion is perfectly coherent with
experimental observations and the know-how of people belonging to this specific field. This pre-
liminary study proved that existing cables were likely to satisfy the criteria expected. Transient
simulation with an increased load for a short period of time suggested that the cables could
support a higher current level for a few hours..

The point stressed here is that all thermal phenomena should be accounted for simultaneously,
and that turbulence models and codes providing accurate results on test cases may suffer severe
deficiency when dealing with industrial problems. It suggests also that attention should be paid
not to blame systematically the turbulence model for bad predictions.

2.5. A multi codes application
To illustrate that even a fairly complete numerical tool (including the coupling of the three
heat transfer modes) may prove to be insufficient in some industrial situations, let's revisit the
electrical cable example. To reduce the installation costs, cables are often disposed by groups
(see figure 13).

-0.S-0.4-0.V0.3-i

Solid domain One of the 3 fluid domains

Figure 13: Sketch of the problem and grids used

Complexity is coming not only from the natural convection flow calculations combined with
radiation and conduction, but also from the boundary condition to apply.

\

Figure 14: Velocity and temperature (begining of the transient and at convergence)



The mutual influence of the cavities makes difficult the thermal field prediction in the mate-
rial surrounding the cavities. Guessing an accurate boundary condition at the flow boundary
becomes almost an impossible task. This situation is much closer to the reality than the elemen-
tary example. The numerical tool will be used by EDF engineers calculating thermal problems
related to buried cables.

The approach followed (see [6]) is to rely on coupling through executables and message passing
techniques. One solid code is activated and coupled with three independent fluid codes (here
three times the same code). With such an approach, it is easy to understand that a certain class
of multiphysic applications can be treated. Indeed, each flow being treated independently, the
user has the flexibility, to activate different turbulence models in different cavities if necessary,
or even solve a compressible flow in one fluid domain and an incompressible flow in another one
(turbine blade cooling). The conjugate heat transfer couples all domains, and pushes away the
location of thermal boundary conditions until they are effectively known or unimportant.

3. Limitations of Existing Tools and Expectations
The previous examples illustrate the great diversity (of course, a more complete study would
include combustion, multiphase flows, compressible flows, etc..) of thermal problems encoun-
tered in industrial world. Some common difficulties can however be put forward and are listed
below.

3.1. CAD and grid generators

For most industrial studies, the grid generation constitutes a real bottleneck. This step, repre-
senting sometimes more than 80% of the time devoted to a study, is so costly that one hesitates
to generate several meshes (to test the grid independence for example, even if the T-junction
case is a good illustration of how important it can be) and that the process of testing numerous
modifications for an optimisation study becomes extremely heavy.

It is clear that work must be carried out to generate CAD more easily and quickly. The grid
generator should be adapted to CFD problems, (typically a good approximation of near wall
region seems necessary). A grid generator providing "good quality" meshes for mechanical codes
is not necessarily adequate for flow calculations. It should be easy to modify the geometry and
have the grid automatically regenerated.

Adaptive refinement of meshes constitutes certainly a good approach to reduce the number of
useful cells but do not remove the need of better grid generators. Interaction with previous results
seems also very interesting. Typically, a grid generator able to analyse a previous calculation
and generate a grid following the streamlines would certainly be appreciated by many users.

Finally, even if it may seem Utopian, one has to recall that many users would even prefer to
get rid of the grid generation completely, or at the least that this step be completely transparent
for users. The X-RAY approach proposed by IFP for the cooling circuit is a good example of
possible alternative way to handle this difficult step.

3.2. Post-processors
Even if this aspect seems to be very far from turbulence modelling, from an industrial point
of view, it is compulsory to have access to powerful but also user friendly post-processors.
This is particularly true for complex 3D cases for which colour illustrations are often a major
help to understand or identify quickly what part is likely to cause trouble... This may also be
interesting for turbulence specialists to exhibit a behaviour, understand and test improvements
in models, etc... Post-processor have to be also very flexible to compute interactively all possible
combinations of variables and perform calculations: like flow rate through a given surface, forces,
etc... One has to recall that colour pictures and curves are often the only support to explain to



people very unfamiliar with CFD codes, the physical phenomena going on and the interest of
the numerical approach.

3.3. Turbulence modelling
Optimisation of cooling and heating devices is very dependent of an accurate prediction of
the local heat transfer coefficient. The prediction of this coefficient is closely related to the
computation of the flow and the thermal field. Several models and approaches are generally
implemented in numerical codes available for industrial applications [3].

The first family is based on the Boussinesq eddy viscosity model, in which the stresses uJtZJare
related to the rate of strain 5^-. Initially, turbulence is described by the kinetic energy k or the
velocity scale q = \/k and a single length scale L. Then the eddy viscosity becomes ut = C^Lq.
The well known k — e introduces the dissipation £ instead of the length scale L hy.s = &3/2/L.
This approach works relatively well for the mean velocity because the effect of the term ufuj
is generally small compared to the pressure effect for an internal flow bounded by a complex
geometry. Where the geometry permits, the flow develops into jets and wakes for which the
constants of the model have been specially tuned. When the flow impinges on a solid wall, these
constants perform poorly, but the turbulence effects on the mean velocity is negligible. On the
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other hand, the production is modelled by P = 4ut f̂ - instead of Pexaci = (wi2 - U2')j^ This
leads to the well known overestimation of k at stagnation points. The advected over estimation
of the vt eventually leads to a severe damping of the flow structure downstream. The difficulty
to obtain a proper swirling flows in the T-junction with a k — s is likely to be partly explained
by such a behaviour.

Generally, the main problem is not so much the mean flow in the region than the consequences
it has on the level of energy and the heat transfer coefficient (typically overestimating the Nusselt
number by a factor of 2). This problem was well identified in workshops and currently leads
to development of corrections, some still retaining the Eddy Viscosity approach in a non-linear
way (Craft et al.[ll]), others like P. Durbin (present conference) advocating an intermediate
approach between 2 equations and full Reynolds Stress closures.

Going up in complexity and costs, some strongly advocate the second moment closure route
(Launder [14], Hanjalic[12] ). The great advantage is that now the production terms do not need
modelling any more. This is especially appealing for heat transfer since turbulent heat fluxes
can be produced by both temperature and velocity gradients, such that the latter are almost
never aligned on the temperature gradients alone. Moreover gravity terms in natural convection
introduce a complex coupling between all components, only seen at this level (Boudjemadi et
al. [9]).

Unfortunately this more complex approach has some drawbacks (at least from the industrial
side). The number of terms which require modelling (with the corresponding constants always
delicate to tune) tend to increase leading to many models. A universal model accepted widely and
with a good behaviour for all configurations has not yet appeared. Frustratingly, even at this level
of complexity, corrections referring to the antique "mixing length" model are still needed (see
"Yap correction" in Launder[14] , Hanjalic[12]). It seems that to this day, available experimental
data was not detailed and accurate enough for the tuning of such advanced models, but with
the venue of DNS heat transfer database such approaches will become mature enough for use in
engineering applications. For instance, Dol et al. 97 show a reasonable agreement between their
SMC prediction of the temperature variance 6- with two independent DNS databases while all
three seem to be an order of magnitude away from the experiments.

Still, more equations means also higher costs, and more experienced users.
The last kind of approach is related to Direct and Large Eddy Simulation. With Direct

Numerical Simulation, governing equations are discretized and solved numerically. With a fine
enough mesh and very accurate numerical scheme, 3D time dependent solutions free of modelling



assumptions can be obtained. This tool has however some severe limitations for an industrial
application. High accuracy numerical scheme have generally little flexibility in handling complex
geometries and general boundary conditions. The number of grid points required is proportional
to 9/4 power of the Reynolds number.

Large Eddy Simulation (LES) is somehow an intermediate technique between the Direct
Numerical Simulation and Reynolds Average approaches. The contribution of large and energy
carrying structures is computed exactly while the smallest scales of turbulence are modelled.
LES still provides 3D time dependent solutions but can be used at much higher Reynolds Number
than DNS. The method still requires very fine meshes and induce very high computing costs.

From the industrial point of view all these models constitute an arsenal of approaches. Each
has its area of applicability wherein it is at its best. Recent developments like LES seem very
appealing. They can help improving "simpler" models or be used in problems for which lower-
level turbulence models fail. Much work seems however still necessary to reduce the costs
associated with the method, handle the near wall region, etc...

As pointed out in several examples, information at the walls are often what is of interest for
engineers, therefore, one should make sure that all proposed models do also apply near bound-
aries. Finally, one has to underline that whatever the turbulent model introduced, experience
in turbulence and numerics from the engineer conducting the study is crucial.

3.4. The solvers
At the industrial level, one has to admit that most people do not particularly care about the
numerical method implemented or the programming language used to solve the system of equa-
tions. On the contrary, what is of major importance are the characteristics of the solver. It must
be: conservative, accurate in space and time, able to handle complex geometries and boundary
conditions, cheap in terms of memory and CPU, etc...

3.5. The validation aspects
From an industrial point of view, validation constitutes a key point to promote or prevent CFD
codes to be accepted by designers and engineers in the industry. It has numerous goals. It can
be used to check the behaviour of a physical model (turbulence, e tc . ) , test the accuracy, speed
and quality of numerical algorithms, verify that the code gives the same answer on different
computers, see how good are the results provided by a code on a specific kind of applications,
etc...

It helps to determine, if not quantitatively, at least qualitatively, the confidence one can place
in the numerical results, on a specific kind of problems.

Test cases can also be used to help potential users understand the limitations of the physical
models implemented in codes. Finally, good validation test cases can also be used as material
to educate and familiarise new users with CFD tools.

One should however underline that setting a proper "industrial" validation data base, main-
taining it, and using it, can be extremely costly. For industrial codes, costs associated with
validation turn out to be much higher than the development itself. One should also point out
that complex test cases should also be included, indeed simpler case do not necessarily put into
evidence the problems appearing in "real" situations. Workshops (see [13]) during which, models
and methods are tested play a very important part from the industrial point of view

3.6. The computers resources
Speed and memory storage have been multiplied by an impressive number of times these last
years. However models and problems require always more resources. Therefore, researches
leading to increase the possibility of computers are always welcome. Typically, parallelism
is often identified as a promising way to overcome problems related to size and CPU time.



Attention should however he paid that with new techniques, coding, debugging and testing may
require specific knowledge and become quite time consuming. To be widely accepted, the new
techniques should stay almost transparent for programmers, users and people maintaining the
codes.

3.7. The multi-physics approach
The presence of coupled physical phenomena is a matter of fact in most "real"' applications. Up
to now, taking into account all phenomena simultaneously was considered too difficult, therefore
simplifications, approximations or limited problems were preferred. Due to the progresses made
in modelling, numerical methods and the availability of powerful computers at low cost, the
question of treating the complete thermal problem appears again. On the top of being of course
more accurate, treating the complete problem turns out to be sometimes simpler that the reduced
one. There is no point to solve very accurately the temperature equation inside the fluid if one
ignores completely the temperature evolution at the wall (which unfortunately is the case in
most industrial applications). Likewise, using an electromagnetic code would be preferable to
supply the source term associated with Joule effect.

Regarding multiphysics, producing a single code able to model "everything" isn't perceived
as the most adequate option any more. Such a solution would prove costly and very difficult
to develop, to use and maintain. The consensus among developers is that coupling through
executables is often a more elegant and efficient way to construct multiphysics codes. PVM
(Parallel Virtual Machine) or equivalent tools offer the possibility of coupling processes which
are generally diverse without merging the executables. In addition (but not necessarily) they
allow a simultaneous execution on parallel machines or a cluster of computers.

4. Conclusion
Existing numerical tools can already bring very much appreciated results. However, if one wants
that CFD be used routinely and productively as part of the design process, work still needs to
be done.

While improving turbulence models, numerical techniques, codes, one should keep in mind
the kind of difficulties that people performing industrial calculations, have to overcome on a
day to day basis. Typically, even if very interesting advances have been made in near-wall low
Reynolds turbulence model, one has to admit that apart in test cases, the requirements imposed
on the grid prevent their usage as soon as the geometry becomes very complex and the Reynolds
numbers become high.

The multiphysics aspects should be accounted for more often they are now. Indeed, it becomes
more and more difficult to discard the fact that the flow calculation is only one part of a global
problem.For example, CFD developers should be aware that in many thermal studies, even if
the flow calculation is the most challenging part, it is not the final goal.

Even, if this aspect is extremely difficult, a better estimation of the validity of a numerical
simulation seems to become more and more a mandatory point for CFD to be accepted widely
by the industrial community.

Finally, even if this is sometimes not underline enough in industrial codes, one should insist
upon the fact that the human aspect is absolutely crucial in CFD. The know-how of the engineer
performing the numerical study stays (and is likely to stay for a long time) an essential ingredient
of reliable CFD (reliable being the important word). The accuracy obtained on a specific
configuration is always a combination of an efficient numerical code (which becomes economically
accessible) and a good use of that numerical tool (which is maybe a more challenging task).
This implies that the engineer or the designer is suitably educated to run CFD codes and knows
the limitations of the models when used on industrial configurations. This also means that
engineers using numerical codes have to keep a critical view, and a physical perception of the



results provided by a code. This state is often difficult to reach. One solution is maybe to apply
the codes and the models on a wide range of well documented test cases.
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